Call to Artists: Request for Qualifications (RFQ)
Project Title
Block 20 Public Art
428 N. East St., Indianapolis
Application Deadline
Sunday, April 24, 2022, 11:59 p.m. Eastern. This is NOT a postmark deadline.
Eligibility Requirements
To be eligible to apply, artists must:



Be 18 years of age or older
Live in the state of Indiana at the time of application (artists from Marion and surrounding
counties are particularly urged to apply)

Additional desired qualifications:
 Have previously created public art, large-scale works, or exterior wall-based projects,
preferably in the context of a private development project
 Have commercial general liability insurance for the duration of the project (if not
currently insured, Indy Arts Council can provide information about how to find and
secure insurance)
Application Workshop
Monday, April 4, 6:30-7:30 p.m.




This is a virtual workshop offered via Zoom, and livestreamed to the Arts Council
Facebook page.
Register here.
The workshop recording will be available from this Dropbox 48 hours after the
workshop, or from the Facebook page as soon as the workshop has concluded.

Project Overview
The Arts Council of Indianapolis, on behalf of DJ AA Block 20 LLC and working through the
Public Art for Neighborhoods Program, is requesting qualification packages from artists or
artist teams who are interested in creating outdoor public artwork for the Block 20 mixed-use
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project. Artists living in or near Marion County, Indiana are strongly encouraged to apply. The
project budget is $92,000 (all-inclusive).
About Public Art for Neighborhoods (PAFN)
The City of Indianapolis accepts responsibility for expanding the opportunity for its citizens to
experience art in, and for the beautification of, public places. The city also recognizes that the
inclusion of public art in appropriate locations will promote the cultural heritage and artistic
development of the city, enhance the city's character and identity, contribute to economic
development and tourism, improve public safety, add warmth, dignity, beauty and accessibility
to public spaces, and expand the experience and participation of citizens with the
arts. This recognition led to the development of the Public Art for Neighborhoods Ordinance
(Indianapolis-Marion County Code of Ordinances, Chapter 271), which was signed in May
2016.
The Public Art for Neighborhoods Ordinance requires private developers of eligible projects to
donate the equivalent of 1% of the value of cash incentives received by the developer to the
Public Art for Neighborhoods Fund, or, in lieu of the donation, to commission public art for the
project site with a value equal to or greater than the donation requirement. Public art
commissioned by developers under this program must be created by a professional artist who
is not on the developer’s project design team, and the artwork must be easily accessible to the
general public. Artworks commissioned by developers are reviewed by a Selection Committee
appointed under the terms of the Public Art for Neighborhoods Ordinance, and will be
approved as meeting the requirements of the ordinance.
View existing Public Art for Neighborhoods developer projects here.

About Chase Development
Founded by Daniel Jacobs in 2006, Chase Development is a committed, Indianapolis-based
developer of affordable, market rate, and luxury residential, retail, and mixed-use products.
Chase is proud of their commitment to excellence with regard to modern floor plans and
technology, attention to detail, and a sense of community. Chase’s focus offers sophisticated
urban living, shopping, and office opportunities in strategic locations.

About Third Street Ventures
Based in Indianapolis, Third Street Ventures (founded by Antone Najem) acquires, repositions, develops and invests in multiple real estate asset classes and other investments.
TSV transforms under-utilized properties in emerging neighborhoods, and partners alongside
property owners and best of class developers. Over the last decade, TSV has been recognized
with the highest industry awards and honors for its multitude of real estate including
multifamily, mixed use and adaptive reuse. TSV is intentional in its efforts to transform real
estate with the people who bring it to life, with an ultimate goal of improving the human
experience and connection.
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About the Block 20 project
Block 20 (428 N. East St., Indianapolis, at the corner of Michigan and East) is a partnership
between Chase Development and Third Street Ventures (DJ AA Block 20 LLC), and includes
community and financial participation from the Athenaeum Foundation, the City of Indianapolis,
and the state of Indiana. The project is located in the heart of Indianapolis, IN, in the Mass Ave
Cultural and Arts District and next to the Athenaeum, a National Historic Landmark.
The Residences at Block 20 will be a mixed use development that responds to the need for
historic redevelopment and enhanced living opportunities in the Lockerbie neighborhood. The
project features 78 apartment units, 5,500 square feet of commercial/hospitality space, a 255space parking garage, and public art created as part of the Public Art for Neighborhoods
program. The project is currently under construction.

Site Information
The project sites are located on walls/shafts at the northwest and southeast corners of the
development. The artwork will be able to be seen from downtown Indianapolis and from
Indianapolis’ Eastside, marking the Block 20 project as a major neighborhood feature. The
intention is to create a mural-style element that enhances the project and provides a unique
connection to the history of the Athenaeum, tying into Indianapolis’ German heritage. The
artwork should also be consistent with the mission of the Athenaeum Foundation, which is to
nurture a sound mind and a sound body through arts & culture, wellness, and community.
Potential approaches include design elements attached to panels or boards, which will be
installed onto the building structure, or design elements that can be applied to the building
directly (surfaces are brick and precast concrete). The design could be a printed digital
element, a hand-painted design, mosaic tile, flat steel cutouts (painted or natural), or other
approach as long as it is durable and easily maintained. The expectation is that the artwork will
be a permanent feature of the building.
The design of the artwork should reference the goals and ideals of the Bauhaus, the German
art school that was in operation from 1919-1933 and was famous for its educational theories
that married individual craftsmanship and artistic vision to a mass-production, modernist
outlook. The Bauhaus, its instructors, and its students had significant influence on the
aesthetics of world architecture, graphic design and typography, interior design, and industrial
design in the mid-20th century. Read more about the Bauhaus here.
Compensation
The budget for the artwork is $92,000. The commissioned artist/team is expected to use this
budget for all materials, supplies, travel, lodging, insurance, transportation, and equipment
needed to design, fabricate, and install their artwork. The artist/team will also be required to
provide a one-year warranty for the artwork. Contracts will be executed with DJ AA Block 20
LLC.
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Project Timeline
This timeline represents the project as it now appears. Changes may be necessary as the project progresses.




March 16, 2022:
April 4, 2022:



Sunday, April 24:








Week of May 8:
By May 22:
July 8:
By July 15:
July 15-August 31:
By October 1:



By October 31:



By November 30:



December 2022 –
April 2023:
Spring 2023 (TBD):



Release Request for Qualifications
Artist application workshop, 6:30-7:30 p.m. via Zoom and
livestreamed on the Arts Council’s Facebook page.
Register here.
Artist qualification packages due to the Indy Arts Council: see
below under “How to Apply” for details
Artist applications reviewed
Artist notifications; finalist artist contracted by DJ AA Block 20 LLC
Preliminary concept due to DJ AA Block 20 LLC
Concept approved by DJ AA Block 20 LLC
Final artwork design and engineering; coordination into project
Public Art Plan delivered to the Public Art for Neighborhoods
Selection Committee
Public Art Plan approved as meeting the requirements of the
PAFN Ordinance
Artwork approved by Indianapolis Historic Preservation
Commission (coordinated by DJ AA Block 20 LLC)
Fabrication of approved artwork
On-site installation of completed artwork

Selection Process
No designs are required as part of the artist’s application materials!
Applications will be reviewed by members of the Chase Development/Third Street Ventures
project and community team along with representatives from the Arts Council’s Public Art
Selection Committee. One finalist artist/team will be recommended. Once identified, the
artist/team will work further with Chase and TSV and their design team to propose and develop
an artwork concept and create a Public Art Plan to be reviewed by the Public Art for
Neighborhoods Selection Committee. When the Public Art Plan is approved, the artwork will
be fabricated and installed in coordination with DJ AA Block 20 LLC.
The Public Art Selection Committee consists of prominent experts in their respective fields and
includes artists, arts advocates, curators, administrators, and other arts and community
development specialists.
Note: While this is the intended selection process, in the event of an insufficient number of qualified applicants the
Indy Arts Council, Chase Development, and Third Street Ventures reserve the right to change the process to a
Request for Proposals, to invite an artist to propose, or to directly select an artist or artwork; and also reserve the
right to cancel the opportunity entirely at any point and for any reason, as the best interests of the project may
dictate.
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Selection Criteria
The finalist artist/team will be selected based on the following criteria:






Artistic quality: artist/team’s past work is innovative, creative, and stylistically
distinctive
Aesthetic sensibility: artist/team’s past work indicates that they can meet the highly
specific design goals of this project
Technical ability: artist/team’s past work indicates they have used materials and
techniques similar to those that would be needed for this project, or they have access to
the technical resources needed to achieve the desired results
Experience: artist/team is familiar with clients and conditions similar to those that
would be encountered on this project, or has demonstrated the ability on past projects
to quickly acquire the skills needed to be successful on a project similar to this one
Process: artist/team’s application shows that they are a good communicator, can
deliver projects on time and on budget, and can complete documentation in time to
keep the project moving smoothly

What to Provide
Applicant artists/teams must provide the following information digitally using this application
form. A complete application consists of ALL of items 1, 2, and 3; completing item 4 is optional
(but appreciated). Incomplete applications will not be reviewed.
1. Applicant Information: Provide artist/team name(s), address(es), phone number(s),
email address(es), and, if desired or applicable, website address and/or professional
social media accounts.
2. Artist biography and experience: Type or copy/paste your bio and experience into the
form, or you may choose to attach a resume, narrative biography, or CV. Typed
information has a maximum of 5000 characters. Attached documents should be no
longer than 2 typed pages and should be provided in DOC, DOCX or PDF format.
3. Samples of Previous Work: List and Information
a. Images of previous projects (minimum 1, maximum 10 images including alternate views or
details of the same artwork)

i.

ii.

Images can be provided in one or more of the following ways:
1. URL(s) for a website(s) that has images of your work
2. Attached single PDF or DOC/DOCX file containing multiple
images/projects
3. Images or documents uploaded individually through the form (even
if you provide a URL for your website, you must attach at least one
image or document illustrating your style!)
Attached images must be digital, in PNG, JPEG, DOC, DOCX, or PDF format,
minimum size 4” x 6” and minimum resolution of 72 dpi.
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iii.

iv.
v.
vi.

Videos should not be uploaded through the form. To show videos, please
provide a DOC, DOCX or PDF document with live links (for example, to
videos on your website, YouTube, Vimeo, etc.).
Provide images of artwork that best represent your experience, style, and
ability as they apply to this project.
You may also provide images of any other work (large-scale or otherwise)
that best represents your style and production over the past 5 years.
Need help selecting images? contact Julia Moore, jmoore@indyarts.org

For best consideration, all images should be professional quality. If you need a referral
to a professional photographer who specializes in working with artists, please email
jmoore@indyarts.org

b. Information about projects documented in the images (typed or provided digitally in
.txt, .doc, .docx, .xls, .xlsx or .pdf format)

i.

ii.

iii.

You may choose to type information directly into the form, or you may choose
to attach a document with the information typed out. (please contact
jmoore@indyarts.org if you need support or pointers for how/where you can
type a list out free of charge)
Provide as much information as possible about each of the projects; for
example:
1. the name/title of piece
2. the client if applicable
3. the location of the piece, if it is site-attached
4. the medium or material of the piece
5. the dimensions of the piece
6. any important process information (how it was made)
7. the project budget or sale price
8. if applicable, a description of the concept or site challenge along
with how you solved it
If you choose to attach a document, make sure your name and contact
information appears at the top

4. Demographic information: To help us keep our programs and services equitable, the
final section of the application asks for personal demographic information about the
applicant artist/team. It is required, but there is a “prefer not to say” option for each
question. We may report this information internally or externally for accountability
purposes, but it will be reported in the aggregate without personally identifying
information. We encourage you to complete the section honestly.
How to Apply



Use the application form located here. The form is accessible across a range of
platforms and devices, including on a cell phone.
If you have trouble using the form, email jmoore@indyarts.org for assistance or to
discuss alternative ways to provide your application.
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The form will automatically close at 11:59 p.m. on Sunday, April 24, 2022.
o You may start your application and save it mid-completion if you need to return to
it later; however, incomplete applications still in process at the closing time will
not be uploaded.
o We strongly recommend that if you intend to save your form and return to it later,
you wait to attach images and documents until you are ready to press “submit.”
Attached files are not saved between work sessions.
o There is a limit of 25 MB TOTAL that can be attached to the form. If you exceed
this limit, the form will not upload. We recommend keeping careful track of the
files you are attaching.

QUESTIONS? We are here to help!
Please contact Julia Moore, Director of Public Art, Indy Arts Council:
jmoore@indyarts.org
(317) 631-3301 x240

Equal Employment Information
The Indy Arts Council does not discriminate in employment opportunities or practices on the
basis of race, color, religion, gender, national origin, sexual orientation, age, disability,
citizenship status, military status, or other characteristics protected by law. Employment
decisions at the Arts Council of Indianapolis will be based on merit, qualifications, and abilities.
The Arts Council of Indianapolis will make reasonable accommodations for qualified individuals
with known disabilities unless doing so would result in an undue hardship.

About the Indy Arts Council
The mission of the Indy Arts Council is to foster meaningful engagement in the arts by
nurturing a culture where artists and arts organizations thrive. The Arts Council is committed to
working with the arts and cultural community to cultivate a sector that serves, celebrates, and
values every resident of Indianapolis. We envision a city where engagement in the arts is not
pre-determined by socio-economic status, race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, or
disability. We also believe that Black lives matter and we are committed to supporting
Indianapolis’ Black artists–whom we appreciate more than ever to help imagine a different
world. Read our full statement about our commitment to racial justice in the arts and our full
equity statement.

[site images follow on the next page]
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